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IL=Interest Level, RL=Reading Level

Each kindness
By Woodson, Jacqueline  Dewey: -E-
When Ms. Albert teaches a lesson on kindness, Chloe realizes that she and her friends
have been wrong in making fun of new student Maya's shabby clothes and refusing to
play with her.
Lexile: 640, AD 
____#0537GB0  2012  IL:K-3  RL:2.8  $14.49

Lunch-box dream
By Abbott, Tony  Dewey: -Fic-
Told from multiple points of view, a white family on a 1959 road trip between Ohio
and Florida, visiting Civil War battlefields along the way, crosses paths with a black
family near Atlanta, where one of their children has gone missing.
Lexile: 800 
____#0443EM1  2011  IL:5-8  RL:4.9  $14.49

Eve & Adam
By Applegate, Katherine  Dewey: -Fic-
Lexile: 560, HL 
____#0603KK6  2013  IL:YA  $15.31

The one and only Ivan
By Applegate, Katherine  Dewey: -Fic-
When Ivan, a gorilla who has lived for years in a down-and-out circus-themed mall,
meets Ruby, a baby elephant that has been added to the mall, he decides that he must
find her a better life.
Lexile: 570 
____#0368NU0  2012  IL:3-6  RL:3.6  $14.49

Sophia's War A Tale of the Revolution
By Avi  Dewey: -Fic-
In 1776, after witnessing the execution of Nathan Hale in New York City, newly
occupied by the British army, young Sophia Calderwood resolves to do all she can to
help the American cause, including becoming a spy.
____#0505JJ9  2013  IL:3-6  $5.99

Day of doom
By Baldacci, David  Dewey: -Fic-
Thirteen-year-old Dan Cahill and his sister, Amy, figure out Vesper One's endgame
and realize they must stop the organization from using their ransoms to harm millions
of people.
Lexile: 620 
____#0546HE1  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4.4  $11.09

Every other day
By Barnes, Jennifer (Jennifer Lynn)  Dewey: -Fic-
Every other day, sixteen-year-old high school student Kali transforms into an
invincible demon hunter, but when she sees that a popular fellow-student is marked for
death in the next twenty-four hours, unfortunately it is the wrong day for Kali.
Lexile: 810, HL 
____#0453CU8  2012  IL:YA  $15.34

Almost home
By Bauer, Joan, 1951- author  Dewey: -Fic-
Sixth-grader Sugar and her mother lose their beloved house and experience the harsh
world of homelessness.
Lexile: 590 
____#0637AK5  2013  IL:5-8  RL:3.7  $13.12

Doll bones
By Black, Holly, author  Dewey: -Fic-
Zach, Alice, and Poppy, friends from a Pennsylvania middle school who have long
enjoyed acting out imaginary adventures with dolls and action figures, embark on a
real-life quest to Ohio to bury a doll made from the ashes of a dead girl.
Lexile: 840 
____#0711LFX  2013  IL:5-8  RL:5.4  $14.49

Zora and me
By Bond, Victoria, 1979-  Dewey: -Fic-
A fictionalized account of Zora Neale Hurston's childhood with her best friend Carrie,
in Eatonville, Florida, as they learn about life, death, and the differences between
truth, lies, and pretending. Includes an annotated bibliography of the works of Zora
Neale Hurston, a short biography of the author, and information about Eatonville,
Florida.
Lexile: 860 
____#0205QX0  2010  IL:5-8  RL:5.3  $11.91

Jefferson's sons : a founding father's secret children
By Bradley, Kimberly Brubaker  Dewey: -Fic-
A fictionalized look at the last twenty years of Thomas Jefferson's life at Monticello
through the eyes of three of his slaves, including two who were his sons by his slave,
Sally Hemings.
Lexile: 600 
____#0775AF8  2011  IL:5-8  RL:4.1  $13.12

Attack of the Turtle : a novel
By Carlson, Drew  Dewey: -Fic-
During the Revolutionary War, fourteen-year-old Nathan joins forces with his older
cousin, the inventor David Bushnell, to secretly build the first submarine used in naval
warfare.
Lexile: 640 
____#38222W8  2007  IL:3-6  RL:4.2  $13.41

The mortal instruments
By Clare, Cassandra  Dewey: -Fic-
Collects Cassandra Clare's "Mortal Instruments" series, in which teenager Clary Fray,
who has the ability to see demons, is almost killed by a monster, becomes involved
with the Shadowhunters, learns terrifying truths about her family, and tries to find a
cure for her mother's enchantment.
____#0630HD4  2012  IL:YA  $85.04

What we found in the sofa and how it saved the world
By Clark, Henry, 1952- author  Dewey: -Fic-
Finding a rare zucchini-colored crayon leads twelve-year-old River Monroe and his
friends on an adventure with their eccentric neighbor to save Earth from invading
interstellar storm troopers.
____#0815VG0  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4.7  $14.50

Keep holding on
By Colasanti, Susane  Dewey: -Fic-
Bullied at school and neglected by her poor, self-absorbed, single mother at home,
high school junior Noelle finally reaches the breaking point after a classmate commits
suicide.

Artemis Fowl : the last guardian
By Colfer, Eoin  Dewey: -Fic-
Opal Koboi after reanimating fairy warriors from thousands of years in the past, plans
to destroy all human life on Earth, unless Artemis Fowl teen genius, can stop her, and
the Fowl Estate is ground zero for the battle.
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Lexile: 560, HL 
____#0454TX2  2012  IL:YA  $15.34

Lexile: 930 
____#0390ZX8  2012  IL:5-8  RL:7.2  $16.19

The reluctant assassin
By Colfer, Eoin, author  Dewey: -Fic-
In Victorian London, Albert Garrick, an assassin-for-hire, and his reluctant young
apprentice, Riley, are transported via wormhole to modern London, where Riley teams
up with a young FBI agent to stop Garrick from returning to his own time and using
his newly acquired scientific knowledge and power to change the world forever.
Lexile: 880 
____#0629MH5  2013  IL:5-8  RL:5.8  $15.34

Fire from the rock
By Draper, Sharon M. (Sharon Mills)  Dewey: -Fic-
Sylvia Patterson's life suddenly changes with the integration of Little Rock's Central
High in 1957 when she is selected to be one of the first black students to attend the
previously all white school.
Lexile: 830 
____#12797Y8  2007  IL:YA  $13.12

Incident at Hawk's Hill
By Eckert, Allan W  Dewey: -Fic-
A shy, lonely six-year-old wanders into the Canadian prairie and spends a summer
under the protection of a badger.
Lexile: 1200 
____#38343V5  1971  IL:5-8  RL:6.6  $11.31

The number devil : a mathematical adventure
By Enzensberger, Hans Magnus  Dewey: -Fic-
Annoyed with his math teacher who assigns word problems and won't let him use a
calculator, twelve-year-old Robert finds help from the number devil in his dreams.
Lexile: 580 
____#38004W9  2000  IL:YA  $24.41

Circle of heroes
By Epstein, Adam Jay  Dewey: -Fic-
With Vastia under attack from Paksahara's zombie army, the familiars Aldwyn the cat,
Skylar the blue jay, and Gilbert the tree frog must gather seven descendants from the
most ancient and powerful animals in the queendom to bring Paksahara down.
Lexile: 880 
____#0742GB3  2012  IL:3-6  RL:6.2  $14.49

Better Nate than ever
By Federle, Tim  Dewey: -Fic-
An eighth-grader who dreams of performing in a Broadway musical concocts a plan to
run away to New York and audition for the role of Elliot in the musical version of
"E.T."
Lexile: 930 
____#0710GD0  2013  IL:5-8  RL:6.5  $14.49

My life next door
By Fitzpatrick, Huntley  Dewey: -Fic-
When Samantha, the seventeen-year-old daughter of a wealthy, perfectionistic,
Republican state senator, falls in love with the boy next door, whose family is large,
boisterous, and just making ends meet, she discovers a different way to live, but when
her mother is involved in a hit-and-run accident Sam must make some difficult
choices.
Lexile: 720 
____#0393EX4  2012  IL:YA  $15.34

Salt : a story of friendship in a time of war
By Frost, Helen, 1949- author  Dewey: -Fic-
Twelve-year-olds Anikwa, of the Miami village of Kekionga, and James, of the
trading post outside Fort Wayne, find their friendship threatened by the rising fear and
tension brought by the War of 1812.
____#0916ZG0  2013  IL:5-8  RL:4  $15.34

Fearless
By Funke, Cornelia Caroline  Dewey: -Fic-
"Jacob Reckless journeys to the Mirrorworld to tell his shapeshifting friend Fox that a
fairy curse--a deadly moth in his chest--means he has only one year to live. The
journey in Mirrorworld turns into a search against time and against a Goyl treasure
hunter for an enchanted crossbow, which is known to strike down any army it faces,
and less well known for its healing power when shot by a loved one"--Provided by
publisher.
Lexile: 760, HL 
____#0818DG9  2013  IL:YA  $17.04

Don't turn around
By Gagnon, Michelle, 1971-  Dewey: -Fic-
After waking up on an operating table with no memory of how she got there, Noa must
team up with computer hacker Peter to stop a corrupt corporation with a deadly secret.
Lexile: 710, HL 
____#0754FB4  2012  IL:YA  $15.34

Don't look now
By Gagnon, Michelle, 1971- author  Dewey: -Fic-
"Teen hackers Noa and Peter struggle to take down the AMRF corporation while
rescuing foster kids from AMRF's gruesome experiments"--Provided by publisher.
____#0737VJ4  2013  IL:YA  $15.34

Beautiful chaos
By Garcia, Kami  Dewey: -Fic-
Swarms of locusts, record-breaking heat, and devastating storms ravage Gatlin as
Ethan and Lena struggle to understand and control the impact of Lena's claiming,
which is even causing her family members' abilities to dangerously misfire.
Lexile: 630, HL 
____#0746DC5  2011  IL:YA  $13.41

Beautiful darkness
By Garcia, Kami  Dewey: -Fic-
In a small southern town with a secret world hidden in plain sight, sixteen-year-old
Lena, who possesses supernatural powers and faces a life-altering decision, draws
away from her true love, Ethan, a mortal with frightening visions.
Lexile: 660 
____#0104VT3  2010  IL:YA  $13.41

Tall story
By Gourlay, Candy  Dewey: -Fic-
Sixteen-year-old Bernardo, who is eight feet tall and suffers from a condition called
Gigantism, leaves the Philippines to live with his mother's family in London, much to
the delight of his thirteen-year-old half sister Andi, a passionate basketball player.
Lexile: 670 
____#0450EH7  2010  IL:5-8  RL:4.4  $14.49

Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's library
By Grabenstein, Chris, author  Dewey: -Fic-
"Twelve-year-old Kyle gets to stay overnight in the new town library, designed by his
hero (the famous gamemaker Luigi Lemoncello), with other students but finds that
come morning he must work with friends to solve puzzles in order to escape"--
Provided by publisher.
____#0715VG6  2013  IL:3-6  RL:5.2  $14.49

A tangle of knots
By Graff, Lisa (Lisa Colleen), 1981-  Dewey: -Fic-
"Destiny leads 11-year-old Cady to a peanut butter factory, a family of children
searching for their own Talents, and a Talent Thief who will alter her life forever"--
Provided by publisher. Includes cake recipes.
Lexile: 840 
____#0893WE2  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4.5  $14.49

Force out
By Green, Tim, 1963-  Dewey: -Fic-
"When Joey has to compete with his best friend, Zach, for a single spot on an elite

Unstoppable
By Green, Tim, 1963-  Dewey: -Fic-
Foster child Harrison, who dreams of playing in the NFL, is happy when he is put into
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baseball team, he is forced to decide how far he is willing to go to win"--Provided by
publisher.
Lexile: 760 
____#0818ZE2  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4.9  $14.49

a home with loving parents and a foster father who is a football coach, but, after
becoming the star running back and suffering an injury, a cancer diagnosis threatens to
ruin his future.
Lexile: 730 
____#0742BB7  2012  IL:5-8  RL:4.4  $14.49

Deep zone
By Green, Tim, 1963-  Dewey: -Fic-
Star quarterback Troy White and wide receiver Ty Lewis, rivals who want their teams
to win a tournament that is being held at the Super Bowl in Miami, find themselves in
danger when they are trapped together in a shack in the Everglades and realize they
have links to the same mob and their lives have been entangled for a long time.
Lexile: 790 
____#0709JB8  2011  IL:5-8  RL:4.9  $12.51

Game changer
By Haddix, Margaret Peterson  Dewey: -Fic-
While playing in the championship softball game, star pitcher KT Sutton blacks out
and awakes to a changed world where the roles of academics and sports at her middle
school have flipped, making talented athletes, such as KT, outcasts and brainy nerds
popular.
Lexile: 740 
____#0441BZ3  2012  IL:YA  $14.49

Caught
By Haddix, Margaret Peterson  Dewey: -Fic-
When Jonah and Katherine travel to early 1900s Switzerland and Serbia to return
Albert Einstein's daughter, Lieserl, to history, her mother Mileva grasps entirely too
much about time travel and has no intention of letting her daughter go.
Lexile: 730 
____#0519KA3  2012  IL:5-8  RL:4.9  $14.49

Found
By Haddix, Margaret Peterson  Dewey: -Fic-
When thirteen-year-olds Jonah and Chip, who are both adopted, learn they were
discovered on a plane that appeared out of nowhere, full of babies with no adults on
board, they realize that they have uncovered a mystery involving time travel and two
opposing forces, each trying to repair the fabric of time.
Lexile: 750 
____#07803WX  2008  IL:5-8  RL:5  $14.49

Seraphina
By Hartman, Rachel  Dewey: -Fic-
In a world where dragons and humans coexist in an uneasy truce and dragons can
assume human form, Seraphina, whose mother died giving birth to her, grapples with
her own identity amid magical secrets and royal scandals, while she struggles to accept
and develop her extraordinary musical talents.
Lexile: 760 
____#0468RX9  2012  IL:YA  $15.34

The dead
By Higson, Charles, 1958-  Dewey: -Fic-
Ed, Jack, Bam, and the other students at Rowhurst Academy must run for their lives
when a mutant disease attacks the adults and turns them into flesh-eating monsters.
Lexile: 670, HL 
____#0038ZY0  2010  IL:YA  $13.41

The enemy
By Higson, Charles, 1958-  Dewey: -Fic-
A group of young survivors is offered safety from the roaming packs of zombie-like
adults in Buckingham Palace, but, even after they survive their perilous journey
through London, the teens arrive only to find their fight is far from over.
Lexile: 590, HL 
____#29933D5  2009  IL:YA  $14.49

Chained
By Kelly, Lynne, 1969-  Dewey: -Fic-
To work off a family debt, ten-year-old Hastin leaves his desert village in India to
work as a circus elephant keeper, but many challenges await him, including trying to
keep Nandita, a sweet elephant, safe from the cruel circus owner.
Lexile: 770 
____#0325SX0  2012  IL:5-8  RL:5.2  $14.49

Insignia
By Kincaid, S. J  Dewey: -Fic-
Tom, a fourteen-year-old genius at virtual reality games, is recruited by the United
States Military to begin training at the Pentagon Spire as a Combatant in World War
III, controlling the mechanized drones that do the actual fighting off-planet.
Lexile: 750, HL 
____#0022LY5  2012  IL:YA  $15.34

Vortex : an insignia novel
By Kincaid, S. J., author  Dewey: -Fic-
"While serving as a superhuman government weapon during World War III, teenager
Tom Raine's loyalties are tested by corruption and nefarious enemies"--Provided by
publisher.
____#0685UH0  2013  IL:YA  $15.34

My most excellent year : a novel of love, Mary Poppins, & Fenway Park
By Kluger, Steve  Dewey: -Fic-
Three Boston teens, about to become seniors, learn important lessons about friendship,
love, family, and themselves as they work to complete an English assignment on their
"most excellent year."
Lexile: 1030 
____#11098Y2  2008  IL:YA  $14.01

See you at Harry's
By Knowles, Johanna, 1970-  Dewey: -Fic-
Twelve-year-old Fern feels invisible in her family, where grumpy eighteen-year-old
Sarah is working at the family restaurant, fourteen-year-old Holden is struggling with
school bullies and his emerging homosexuality, and adorable, three-year-old Charlie is
always the center of attention, and when tragedy strikes, the fragile bond holding the
family together is stretched almost to the breaking point.
Lexile: 600, HL 
____#0059YW4  2012  IL:YA  $14.49

See you at Harry's
By Knowles, Johanna, 1970- author  Dewey: -Fic-
Twelve-year-old Fern feels invisible in her family, where grumpy eighteen-year-old
Sarah is working at the family restaurant, fourteen-year-old Holden is struggling with
school bullies and his emerging homosexuality, and adorable, three-year-old Charlie is
always the center of attention, and when tragedy strikes, the fragile bond holding the
family together is stretched almost to the breaking point.
Lexile: 600, HL 
____#0541MK5  2013  IL:YA  $12.71

Hero / (companion novel to "Enchanted)
By Kontis, Alethea  Dewey: -Fic-
____#0955DJ0  2013  IL:YA  $14.49

Available for pre-order: This item is scheduled for release on October 1, 2013.

Enchanted
By Kontis, Alethea, author  Dewey: -Fic-
When Sunday Woodcutter, the youngest sibling to sisters named for the other six days
of the week, kisses an enchanted frog, he transforms back into Rumbold, the crown
prince of Arilland--a man Sunday's family despises.
Lexile: 770, HL 
____#0962EJ4  2012  IL:YA  $13.51

Hideout
By Korman, Gordon  Dewey: -Fic-
Luthor's former owner, Swindle, is back trying to reclaim his dog, and it is up to
Griffin Bing, Savannah Drysdale and their friends to hide the Doberman until they can
come up with a plan to rescue him from the vicious crook.
Lexile: 750, HL 
____#0540WE2  2013  IL:3-6  RL:5  $14.49
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The hypnotists
By Korman, Gordon, author  Dewey: -Fic-
Twelve-year-old Jackson Opus is descended from two powerful hypnotist bloodlines,
but he has just begun to realize that he can control other peoples' actions with
sometimes frightening results--especially when the head of the Sentia Institute plans to
use Jackson for his own benefit.
Lexile: 750 
____#0893BH4  2013  IL:3-6  RL:5.1  $14.49

The cloak society
By Kraatz, Jeramey  Dewey: -Fic-
Alex Knight, a twelve-year-old in training to be a supervillain in the elite Cloak
Society, becomes friends with a young superhero and begins to question where his
loyalty lies.
____#0965UA6  2012  IL:5-8  RL:5.6  $14.49

Island of thieves
By Lacey, Josh  Dewey: -Fic-
Tom goes with his Uncle Harvey to Peru, where they narrowly escape imprisonment
and death as they hunt for buried treasure after tracking down a journal written by
John Drake, a young relative of Sir Francis Drake, on a voyage to Lima in 1577.
Includes biographical information on John and Francis Drake.
Lexile: 640 
____#0172JX4  2011  IL:5-8  RL:3.9  $13.64

A dog called Homeless
By Lean, Sarah  Dewey: -Fic-
Fifth-grader Cally Louise Fisher stops talking, partly because her father and brother
never speak of her mother who died a year earlier, but visions of her mother,
friendships with a homeless man and a disabled boy, and a huge dog ensure that she
still communicates.
Lexile: 660 
____#0742FB6  2012  IL:3-6  RL:5.2  $14.49

The dead of night
By Lerangis, Peter  Dewey: -Fic-
Siblings Amy and Dan must find another way to outwit the Vespers when they target
and kidnap Dan's only friend, eleven-year-old Atticus.
Lexile: 560 
____#0420RU1  2012  IL:3-6  RL:4.4  $11.09

The colossus rises
By Lerangis, Peter  Dewey: -Fic-
Teens Jack, Marco, Aly, and Cass begin a quest to find seven pieces of Atlantis' power
that were hidden long ago and that will, if returned to Atlantis, save them from certain
death due to the genetic abnormality that also gives them superior abilities.
Lexile: 580 
____#0818TE9  2013  IL:5-8  RL:5.7  $15.34

Every day
By Levithan, David  Dewey: -Fic-
Every morning A wakes in a different person's body, in a different person's life,
learning over the years to never get too attached, until he wakes up in the body of
Justin and falls in love with Justin's girlfriend, Rhiannon.
Lexile: 650, HL 
____#0830KH8  2012  IL:YA  $14.41

Available for pre-order: This item is scheduled for release on September 10, 2013.

Like the willow tree : the diary of Lydia Amelia Pierce
By Lowry, Lois  Dewey: -Fic-
After being orphaned during the influenza epidemic of 1918, eleven-year-old Lydia
Pierce and her fourteen-year-old brother are taken by their grieving uncle to be raised
in the Shaker community at Sabbathday Lake. Includes author's note about the
Shakers.
Lexile: 830 
____#0324EH1  2011  IL:5-8  RL:5.2  $11.09

Game changers : play makers
By Lupica, Mike  Dewey: -Fic-
Ben McBain is considered the best point guard in the league, but his teammate Chase
Braggs is the complete opposite of Ben who likes to talk on the court and show off.
Lexile: 920 
____#0724HD9  2013  IL:3-6  RL:5.2  $14.49

Casualties of war
By Lynch, Chris, 1962- author  Dewey: -Fic-
One of four friends who have volunteered to fight in the Vietnam War, the intellectual
Beck is in the Air Force, where he is part of a crew spraying Agent Orange, but the
destruction of the jungle and his isolation from the fighting going on below is starting
to effect him.
Lexile: 890 
____#0605UG9  2013  IL:5-8  RL:5.4  $12.31

SYLO
By MacHale, D. J., author  Dewey: -Fic-
Pemberwick Island, Maine is occupied by a Navy section called SYLO who claim a
virus has been unleashed, but Tucker Pierce, who has seen strange aircraft and
experienced the power of the Ruby, realizes something else is going on.
____#0731EH6  2013  IL:YA  $15.34

The silence of murder
By Mackall, Dandi Daley  Dewey: -Fic-
Sixteen-year-old Hope must defend her developmentally disabled brother, who has not
spoken a word since he was seven years old, when he is accused of murdering a
beloved high school baseball coach.
____#0590VC6  2011  IL:YA  $14.41

Track and field takedown
By Maddox, Jake  Dewey: -Fic-
When Ring Lake Middle School decides to host an Olympic Fest, Kyle is assigned to
compete in the track and field throwing events and worries if practice will make him
good, or if he will embarrass himself in front of everyone.
Lexile: 520 
____#0479NV5  2012  IL:5-8  RL:2.8  $18.04

Soccer surprise
By Maddox, Jake  Dewey: -Fic-
Alex has just moved and joined a new soccer team, where she is has to play a different
position, and when her error leads to the team's first loss she has to learn to put aside
her pride and put the team first.
Lexile: 550 
____#0479EVX  2012  IL:5-8  RL:3.8  $18.04

Shark attack! : a survive! story
By Maddox, Jake  Dewey: -Fic-
When Brendan arrives at his family's rented summer house, he hears horror stories
from the locals about sharks in the water and grows frightened, even though his new
friend Alex says the tales are not true.
Lexile: 430 
____#13087Z6  2009  IL:5-8  RL:2.9  $18.04

Hockey meltdown
By Maddox, Jake  Dewey: -Fic-
Dylan's wrist is healing from a pre-season injury, and he wonders how he can be a part
of the hockey team if he is stuck on the bench.
Lexile: 520 
____#0416TP8  2012  IL:5-8  RL:3.7  $18.04

The pirate's coin
By Malone, Marianne, author  Dewey: -Fic-
A magical coin leads sixth-graders Ruthie and Jack to 1753 Massachusetts and to
Jack's pirate ancestor when they return to the Art Institute of Chicago's miniature
Thorne Rooms on a mission to restore an African American family's reputation.
____#0719ZG0  2013  IL:3-6  RL:5.3  $14.49

Pi in the sky
By Mass, Wendy, 1967- author  Dewey: -Fic-
Joss, the seventh son of the Supreme Overlord of the Universe, must team up with a
human girl to re-create Earth, when the planet is accidentally erased from existence.
____#0816SG5  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4.1  $14.50

Beauty and the Beast : the only one who didn't run away Second chance summer
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By Mass, Wendy, 1967- author  Dewey: -Fic-
A retelling of the "Beauty and the Beast" fairy tale, relating events from the
perspectives of the young princess and her prince--who suddenly grows fur and claws.
Lexile: 760 
____#0604NG1  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4.9  $12.31

By Matson, Morgan  Dewey: -Fic-
After Taylor Edwards' family gets devastating news, they decide to spend one last
summer all together at their lake house in the Pocono Mountains, they get to know
each other again and bond, and Taylor remembers her past friends and crush.
Lexile: 1020 
____#0453NY0  2012  IL:YA  $15.34

Planesrunner
By McDonald, Ian, 1960-  Dewey: -Fic-
When fourteen-year-old Everett Singh's scientist father is kidnapped from the streets
of London, he leaves a mysterious app on Everett's computer giving him access to the
Infundibulum--a map of parallel earths--which is being sought by technologically
advanced dark powers that Everett must somehow elude while he tries to rescue his
father.
____#0084MU5  2011  IL:YA  $14.46

Be my enemy
By McDonald, Ian, 1960-  Dewey: -Fic-
Everett Singh is hiding from Charlotte Villiers and the Order in different parallel
Earths with the crew of the Everness, and making plans to rescue his family.
____#0519ZD7  2012  IL:YA  $14.46

The Peculiars
By McQuerry, Maureen, 1955-  Dewey: -Fic-
Eighteen-year-old Lena Mattacascar sets out for Scree, a weird place inhabited by
Peculiars, seeking the father who left when she was young, but on the way she meets
young librarian Jimson Quiggley and handsome marshall Thomas Saltre, who
complicate her plans.
____#0236YW3  2012  IL:YA  $14.46

Shadow kiss
By Mead, Richelle  Dewey: -Fic-
Shadow-kissed Rose is hunted by the immortal undead that are seeking vengeance on
her for her Strigoi kills, which puts her in a terrible position that could result in the
death one of the two people she values most, her best friend Lissa, or her tutor Dimitri
Belikov, the man she loves.
Lexile: 660 
____#24307Y1  2008  IL:YA  $14.01

Spirit bound
By Mead, Richelle  Dewey: -Fic-
Rose Hathaway returns to St. Vladimir's in time for graduation, but while she looks
forward to starting her life outside the academy, her heart longs for Dimitri;
meanwhile, Dimitri begins to search for Rose with the intention of keeping her with
him forever.
Lexile: 730, HL 
____#05693W7  2010  IL:YA  $15.34

Last sacrifice
By Mead, Richelle  Dewey: -Fic-
After a devastating betrayal, Rose and Lissa's friendship is destroyed as Rose stands
trial and Lissa becomes the first in line for the Royal Crown.
Lexile: 690, HL 
____#0265YD8  2010  IL:YA  $15.34

The apprentices
By Meloy, Maile, author  Dewey: -Fic-
"Two years after parting from Benjamin, Janie reunites via magical communication to
prevent a global catastrophe"--Provided by publisher.
Lexile: 740 
____#0885TH2  2013  IL:5-8  RL:5  $14.49

Scarlet
By Meyer, Marissa  Dewey: -Fic-
Scarlet Benoit and Wolf, a street fighter who may have information about her missing
grandmother, join forces with Cinder as they try to stay one step ahead of the vicious
Lunar Queen Levana in this story inspired by Little Red Riding Hood.
Lexile: 810 
____#0961RD3  2013  IL:YA  $17.99

Shadow
By Morpurgo, Michael  Dewey: -Fic-
Teenager Aman and his mother lose their loyal spaniel Shadow while escaping
Afghanistan to flee to England, and they must depend on a friend and his grandfather
to enable Shadow's return.
Lexile: 780 
____#0607BB2  2010  IL:5-8  RL:4.9  $16.99

Spy!
By Myers, Anna  Dewey: -Fic-
In 1774, twelve-year-old Jonah becomes a pupil of Nathan Hale, who inspires him to
question his beliefs about the impending revolution, and two years later, Jonah makes
a decision that leads to Nathan's execution.
Lexile: 710 
____#20060Y4  2008  IL:5-8  RL:5  $15.34

A star is born
By Myers, Walter Dean, 1937-  Dewey: -Fic-
Zander's play, Act Six, brings Da Vinci Academy into the spotlight, especially when
LaShonda's costume designs win her an opportunity she can accept only if she is
willing to leave her autistic brother and their group home behind.
Lexile: 810 
____#0290YY4  2012  IL:5-8  RL:5.1  $15.34

The Cruisers
By Myers, Walter Dean, 1937-  Dewey: -Fic-
Friends Zander, Kambui, LaShonda, and Bobbi, caught in the middle of a mock Civil
War at DaVinci Academy, learn the true cost of freedom of speech when they use their
alternative newspaper, The Cruiser, to try to make peace.
Lexile: 810 
____#0086YP4  2010  IL:5-8  RL:4.9  $11.41

Oh, snap!
By Myers, Walter Dean, 1937- author  Dewey: -Fic-
Friends Zander, Kambui, LaShonda, and Bobbi learns their alternative newspaper,
"The Cruiser," has made its way to England where London's Phoenix School starts
contributing to the paper, but things get suspicious when articles are accompanied by
photos.
Lexile: 820 
____#0587UG0  2013  IL:5-8  RL:5  $15.34

The runaway king
By Nielsen, Jennifer A  Dewey: -Fic-
Young King Jaron has taken the throne of Carthya, but after enemies attempt to
assassinate him, and a neighboring kingdom threatens invasion, he finds that he has no
friends in the palace, not even his bride-to-be, Princess Amarinda--and his regents
think it would be better for Carthya if he just disappeared again.
Lexile: 710 
____#0546NE5  2013  IL:5-8  RL:5  $15.34

Something to hold
By Noe, Katherine L. Schlick (Katherine Logan Schlick)  Dewey: -Fic-
In the early 1960s, Kitty is one of only two white children in her class on Warm
Springs Reservation, Oregon, where her father is a government forester, and although
past injustices and pain are still very much alive there, she eventually finds friendships
and opportunities to make a difference.
Lexile: 680 
____#0469KR5  2011  IL:5-8  RL:4.3  $14.49

Twelve kinds of ice
By Obed, Ellen Bryan, 1944-  Dewey: -Fic-
From the first ice, a thin skin on a bucket of water, through thickly-iced fields,
streams, and gardens, a girl, her family, and friends anticipate and enjoy a winter of
skating, ending with an ice show complete with costumes, refreshments, and clowns.
Lexile: 870 
____#0799CB6  2012  IL:3-6  RL:4.6  $14.49
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Bittersweet
By Ockler, Sarah  Dewey: -Fic-
Hudson Avery gave up a promising competitive ice skating career after her parents
divorced when she was fourteen years old and now spends her time baking cupcakes
and helping out in her mother's upstate New York diner, but when she gets a chance at
a scholarship and starts coaching the boys' hockey team, she realizes that she is not
through with ice skating after all.
Lexile: 840 
____#0981SD1  2012  IL:YA  $14.41

Fixing Delilah
By Ockler, Sarah  Dewey: -Fic-
When Delilah, her mother, and her aunt spend the summer in Vermont settling
Delilah's estranged grandmother's estate, long-held family secrets are painfully
brought to light and Delilah finally learns some difficult truths about her family's past.
Lexile: 930 
____#0105BT4  2010  IL:YA  $12.71

The book of broken hearts
By Ockler, Sarah, author  Dewey: -Fic-
"Jude has learned a lot from her older sisters, but the most important thing is this, the
Vargas brothers are notorious heartbreakers but as Jude begins to fall for Emilio
Vargas, she begins to wonder if her sisters were wrong"--Provided by publisher.
Lexile: 750, HL 
____#0858TH5  2013  IL:YA  $14.49

Such wicked intent
By Oppel, Kenneth, 1967-  Dewey: -Fic-
When his grieving father orders the destruction of the Dark Library, Victor retrieves a
book in which he finds the promise of not just communicating with the dead, but
entering their realm, and soon he, Elizabeth, and Henry are in the spirit world of
Chateau Frankenstein, creating and growing a body.
Lexile: 730 
____#0177CPX  2012  IL:YA  $14.49

Trust no one
By Park, Linda Sue  Dewey: -Fic-
Siblings Amy and Dan must find out who the Vesper mole is in their innermost circle.
Lexile: 640 
____#0863KA6  2012  IL:3-6  RL:4.8  $11.09

Dogtag summer
By Partridge, Elizabeth  Dewey: -Fic-
In the summer of 1980 before she starts junior high school in Santa Rosa, California,
Tracy, who was adopted from Vietnam when she was six years old, finds an old ammo
box with a dog tag and picture that bring up painful memories for both her Vietnam-
veteran father and her.
Lexile: 720 
____#0230MJ1  2011  IL:5-8  RL:4.9  $16.99

Bread and roses, too
By Paterson, Katherine  Dewey: -Fic-
Twelve-year-old Rosa and thirteen-year-old Jake form an unlikely friendship as they
try to survive and understand the 1912 Bread and Roses strike of mill workers in
Lawrence, Massachusetts.
Lexile: 810 
____#14320S0  2006  IL:5-8  RL:4.9  $13.65

The shade of the moon : a novel
By Pfeffer, Susan Beth, 1948- author  Dewey: -Fic-
"Jon Evans is one of the lucky ones--until he realizes that escaping his safe haven may
be the only way to truly survive"--Provided by publisher.
____#0955AJ9  2013  IL:YA  $15.34

Home sweet horror
By Preller, James, author  Dewey: -Fic-
After the death of his mother, eight-year-old Liam and his father and sister move to a
new house for a fresh start, but Liam soon discovers that the old house is haunted.
____#0602YH7  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4.8  $5.99

Words in the dust
By Reedy, Trent  Dewey: -Fic-
Zulaikha, a thirteen-year-old girl in Afghanistan, faces a series of frightening but
exhilarating changes in her life as she defies her father and secretly meets with an old
woman who teaches her to read, her older sister gets married, and American troops
offer her surgery to fix her disfiguring cleft lip.
Lexile: 670 
____#0679TA6  2011  IL:5-8  RL:4.8  $19.01

Fenway fever
By Ritter, John H., 1951-  Dewey: -Fic-
Twelve-year-old Alfredo "Stats" Pagano and Boston Red Sox pitcher Billee Orbitt
work together to break a potential curse at Fenway Park.
Lexile: 820 
____#0775NF2  2012  IL:5-8  RL:4.6  $13.12

The encyclopedia of me
By Rivers, Karen, 1970-  Dewey: -Fic-
As Tink Aaron-Martin writes an encyclopedia of her life, she also tells the story of the
summer leading into her eighth-grade year.
Lexile: 760 
____#0863RA7  2012  IL:5-8  RL:6.2  $14.49

Chasing the Nightbird
By Russell, Krista  Dewey: -Fic-
In 1851 New Bedford, Massachusetts, fourteen-year-old Cape Verdean sailor Lucky
Valera is kidnapped by his estranged half-brother and forced to work in a mill, but
while Lucky is plotting his escape he meets a former slave and a young Quaker girl
who influence his plans.
Lexile: 680 
____#0403FR8  2011  IL:5-8  RL:5  $13.61

The Rithmatist
By Sanderson, Brandon, author  Dewey: -Fic-
As Wild Chalklings threaten the American Isles and Rithmatists are humanity's only
defense, Joel can only watch as Rithmatist students learn the magical art that he would
do anything to practice.
____#0659DH6  2013  IL:YA  $17.99

The Unbearable Book Club for Unsinkable Girls
By Schumacher, Julie, 1958-  Dewey: -Fic-
When four very different small-town Delaware high school girls are forced to join a
mother-daughter book club over summer vacation, they end up learning about more
than just the books they read.
____#0467QX5  2012  IL:YA  $14.49

Unwind
By Shusterman, Neal  Dewey: -Fic-
Three teens embark upon a cross-country journey in order to escape from a society
that salvages body parts from children ages thirteen to eighteen.
Lexile: 740, HL 
____#06205M5  2007  IL:YA  $14.41

UnWholly
By Shusterman, Neal  Dewey: -Fic-
Thanks to Connor, Risa, and Lev the morality of unwinding has been brought into
question, and Cam, a teenager made entirely out of the parts of other unwinds,
struggles with a search for identity and meaning.
Lexile: 860 
____#0523HC5  2012  IL:YA  $15.34

Everfound
By Shusterman, Neal  Dewey: -Fic-
In the limbo that is Everlost, Mary, Nick, Allie, and others face the decisions that will
determine whether that place and the Earth itself will continue to exist, as well as
where their own futures lie.
Lexile: 910 
____#0334PJ3  2011  IL:YA  $15.34
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Lockdown : escape from furnace
By Smith, Alexander Gordon, 1979-  Dewey: -Fic-
When fourteen-year-old Alex is framed for murder, he becomes an inmate in the
Furnace Penitentiary, where brutal inmates and sadistic guards reign, boys who
disappear in the middle of the night sometimes return weirdly altered, and escape
might just be possible.
Lexile: 1010 
____#0035QF0  2009  IL:YA  $15.31

Fugitives
By Smith, Alexander Gordon, 1979-  Dewey: -Fic-
After achieving the impossible by escaping the laboratories and cells of Furnace
Penitentiary, Alex, injected with superhuman abilities, must uncover the last of
Furnace's secrets--the truth about the man who built the prison.
Lexile: 950 
____#0752AEX  2010  IL:YA  $15.31

Execution
By Smith, Alexander Gordon, 1979- author  Dewey: -Fic-
Alex Sawyer has escaped his underground nightmare to discover that the whole world
has become a horrible prison run by his nemesis, Alfred Furnace, and only Alex can
stop him, even if that makes him the executioner.
Lexile: 910 
____#0668SH4  2013  IL:YA  $15.31

The Fury
By Smith, Alexander Gordon, 1979- author  Dewey: -Fic-
"To defend themselves, a ragtag group of teens bands together at an abandoned
amusement park after one day when, without warning, the entire human race turns
against them"--Provided by publisher.
Lexile: 850 
____#0917EG4  2013  IL:YA  $17.04

Shatterproof
By Smith, Roland, 1951-  Dewey: -Fic-
Vesper One commands Dan and Amy Cahill to steal the Golden Jubilee, one of the
world's largest diamonds, but what they do not know is that the Jubilee theft is just a
setup and someone is going to die.
Lexile: 640 
____#0863HA4  2012  IL:3-6  RL:4.7  $11.09

The extraordinary education of Nicholas Benedict
By Stewart, Trenton Lee  Dewey: -Fic-
Nine-year-old Nicholas Benedict, a boy without parents and afflicted with an
unfortunate nose and narcolepsy, is sent to a new orphanage where he encounters
vicious bullies, selfish adults, strange circumstances, and a mystery that could change
his life forever.
Lexile: 900 
____#0401BW7  2012  IL:3-6  RL:6.1  $15.34

Lost and found : 3
By Tan, Shaun  Dewey: -Fic-
Collects three stories by Shaun Tan that explore how people lose and find what
matters most to them, as a girl finds a bright spot in a dark world, a boy leads a
strange, lost being home, and a group of peaceful creatures loses its home to cruel
invaders.
Lexile: 580 
____#0352VH9  2011  IL:5-8  RL:5.4  $18.74

Three times lucky
By Turnage, Sheila  Dewey: -Fic-
Washed ashore as a baby in tiny Tupelo Landing, North Carolina, Mo LoBeau, now
eleven, and her best friend Dale turn detective when the amnesiac Colonel, owner of a
cafe and co-parent of Mo with his cook, Miss Lana, seems implicated in a murder.
Lexile: 560 
____#0392PX8  2012  IL:5-8  RL:3.9  $14.49

Paperboy
By Vawter, Vince, author  Dewey: -Fic-
When an eleven-year-old boy takes over a friend's newspaper route in July, 1959, in
Memphis, his debilitating stutter makes for a memorable month.
Lexile: 940 
____#0719WG9  2013  IL:5-8  RL:5.5  $14.49

Dragonbreath : no such thing as ghosts
By Vernon, Ursula  Dewey: -Fic-
Danny Dragonbreath and his best friend, Wendell, are having a less-than-perfect
Halloween thanks to the interference of Danny's dad, the school bully, and a local
haunted house.
Lexile: 700 
____#0005KS7  2011  IL:3-6  RL:4.6  $11.09

Dragonbreath : revenge of the horned bunnies
By Vernon, Ursula  Dewey: -Fic-
Danny Dragonbreath is excited about going to camp with his best friend Wendell and
classmate Christiana even though his obnoxious, seven-year-old cousin Spencer is
going too, but things change when Spencer finds a real jackalope.
Lexile: 800 
____#0065GV5  2012  IL:3-6  RL:4.4  $11.09

Dragonbreath : curse of the were-wiener
By Vernon, Ursula  Dewey: -Fic-
Danny Dragonbreath and his friend Wendell try to stop the school from being infected
after Wendell is bit by an odd looking hot dog and starts turning into a were-wiener.
Lexile: 650 
____#0090RA8  2010  IL:3-6  RL:4.3  $11.09

Dragonbreath : lair of the bat monster
By Vernon, Ursula  Dewey: -Fic-
Danny Dragonbreath and Wendell travel to Mexico to visit Danny's bat specialist
cousin, but when a giant bat monster kidnaps Danny, Wendell gets his chance to play
hero and save his friend before the bat monster makes Danny a permanent addition to
her bat family.
Lexile: 770 
____#0396AC2  2011  IL:3-6  RL:4.9  $11.09

Dragonbreath : attack of the ninja frogs
By Vernon, Ursula  Dewey: -Fic-
When Suki the salamander--the new foreign exchange student--is being stalked by
ninja frogs, Danny, Wendell the iguana, and Suki travel to Great-Grandfather
Dragonbreath's home in mythical Japan to find a solution for the problem.
Lexile: 700 
____#0522CC2  2010  IL:3-6  RL:4.3  $12.31

Dragonbreath : nightmare of the iguana
By Vernon, Ursula  Dewey: -Fic-
Wendell the iguana's dreams are all nightmares and a Dream Wasp wants him as a host
for her eggs--so, with Great-grandfather Dragonbreath's help, Danny the dragon and
Suki the salamander enter Wendell's dreams to try and defeat the wasp.
Lexile: 670 
____#0592VF3  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4.4  $11.09

Dragonbreath : the case of the toxic mutants
By Vernon, Ursula, author  Dewey: -Fic-
Danny Dragonbreath and his friends try to help the senior reptiles of Sunny Acres find
a lost item.
____#0627DK1  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4.5  $11.09

The book of blood and shadow
By Wasserman, Robin  Dewey: -Fic-
While working on a project translating letters from sixteenth-century Prague, high
school senior Nora Kane discovers her best friend murdered with her boyfriend the
apparent killer and is caught up in a dangerous web of secret societies and shadowy
conspirators, all searching for a mysterious ancient device purported to allow direct

The fingertips of Duncan Dorfman
By Wolitzer, Meg  Dewey: -Fic-
Twelve-year-olds Duncan Dorfman, April Blunt, and Nate Saviano meet at the Youth
Scrabble Tournament where, although each has a different reason for attending and for
needing to win, they realize that something more important is at stake than the grand
prize.
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communication with God.
Lexile: 900 
____#0049QV2  2012  IL:YA  $15.34

Lexile: 780 
____#0507VC1  2011  IL:5-8  RL:5.2  $13.12

Dust girl
By Zettel, Sarah  Dewey: -Fic-
On the day in 1935 when her mother vanishes during the worst dust storm ever
recorded in Kansas, Callie learns that she is not actually a human being.
Lexile: 700 
____#0468HX6  2012  IL:YA  $15.34

All these things I've done
By Zevin, Gabrielle  Dewey: -Fic-
Anya Balanchine, daughter of New York City's most notorious crime boss in 2083,
tries to keep a low profile, but she cannot avoid the spotlight when her loser ex-
boyfriend is accidently poisoned by illegal chocolate manufactured by her family.
Lexile: 630, HL 
____#0656YA2  2011  IL:YA  $15.31

Because it is my blood
By Zevin, Gabrielle  Dewey: -Fic-
In 2083, seventeen-year-old Anya Balanchine seeks a way to make Balanchine
Chocolate legitimate, and although a trip to Mexico gives her new insights and ideas,
escaping her mobster family's legacy of violence may prove impossible.
Lexile: 640 
____#0896GA2  2012  IL:YA  $15.34

America street : a multicultural anthology of stories
Dewey: -Fic-
Fourteen stories by American authors from diverse racial and cultural backgrounds,
including Duane Big Eagle, Nicholasa Mohr, Lensey Namioka, and Robert Cormier.
Lexile: 870 
____#19578G6  1993  IL:5-8  RL:6.9  $7.95

You have mail : true stories of cybercrime
By Newman, Matthew  Dewey: 005.8
Provides background information on crooks and terrorists who are using the Internet
for illegal activities, as well as the computer experts and crime fighters trying to stop
them; features real-life accounts of cybercriminals, a teen hacker, and an online
terrorist hunter; looks at some of the scams perpetrated by Internet criminals; and
discusses a career in computer security.
Lexile: 790 
____#38896W4  2008  IL:5-8  RL:6.9  $12.71

One million things : a visual encyclopedia
Dewey: 031
A visual encyclopedia that provides information on thousands of topics related to art,
history, culture, science, space, people, places, the human body, technology, and
nature.
____#11092W2  2008  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $21.29

Witches! : the absolutely true tale of disaster in Salem
By Schanzer, Rosalyn  Dewey: 133.4
An illustrated history of the witch hunts that took place in colonial-era Salem,
Massachusetts, featuring primary source accounts, and describing the victims, accused
witches, corrupt officials, and impact of the events on society.
Lexile: 1190, NC 
____#0415RR3  2011  IL:5-8  RL:7.8  $14.46

The struggle to be strong : true stories by teens about overcoming tough times
Dewey: 305.235
First-person accounts of teenagers who overcame major life obstacles with insight,
independence, relationships, initiative, creativity, humor, and morality.
Lexile: 830 
____#38644V9  2000  IL:YA  $18.51

The dark game : true spy stories
By Janeczko, Paul B  Dewey: 327.73
A collection of true spy stories from throughout the history of the United States,
discussing personalities, missions, traitors, technological advances, and more.
Lexile: 1200 
____#0061GC4  2010  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $14.49

I'm broke! : the money handbook
By Croke, Liam  Dewey: 332.024
An introduction to personal finances that provides advice, facts, and quizzes on
budgeting, saving, banking, the economy, loans, investments, credit cards, and more.
Lexile: 1030, IG 
____#12920Z1  2009  IL:5-8  RL:5.8  $23.00

Managing money
By Hollander, Barbara, 1970-  Dewey: 332.024
Discusses the skills needed to manage one's money, covering the history of currency
as well as budgets, banks and interest, debt and credit cards, stocks and bonds, and tips
for saving that will help one to develop good habits.
____#19788X2  2009  IL:5-8  RL:7  $25.18

Geeks : how two lost boys rode the Internet out of Idaho
By Katz, Jon  Dewey: 338.7
Tells the true story of Jesse and Eric, nineteen-year-old roommates in the small town
of Caldwell, Idaho who changed their lives and built a new future for themselves with
the power of the Internet.
Lexile: 1070 
____#35059W3  2001  IL:YA  $19.81

Robert Cade : Gatorade inventor
By Mattern, Joanne, 1963-  Dewey: 338.7
Examines the life of Robert Cade, discusses his work in medicine, and looks at how
his efforts to find a way to treat football players at the University of Florida for
dehydration and heatstroke led to the invention of Gatorade.
____#0238QKX  2011  IL:3-6  RL:5.4  $18.95

Lafayette and the American Revolution
By Freedman, Russell  Dewey: 355
Examines the role of the Marquis de Lafayette in the American Revolution, discussing
how the nineteen-year-old defied the king of France to join the fight for liberty in the
United States.
Lexile: 1160, NC 
____#0176WD0  2010  IL:5-8  RL:8  $22.51

The U.S. Army Rangers
By Braulick, Carrie A., 1975-  Dewey: 356
Presents a short description of the U.S. Army Rangers, their weapons and equipment,
their extensive training and dangerous missions, the vehicles they use, and more.
Lexile: 570 
____#15488R9  2006  IL:5-8  RL:2.9  $19.54

I am a SEAL Team Six warrior : memoirs of an American soldier
By Wasdin, Howard E  Dewey: 359
Howard Wasdin reflects on his life and military career, discussing his difficult
childhood, training, goal to become a member of Navy SEAL Team Six, experiences
during the Battle of Mogadishu, and more.
Lexile: 930 
____#0149ZY7  2012  IL:YA  $5.19

Prison puppies
By Goldish, Meish  Dewey: 362.4
Readers are introduced to some of the canines that participate in the Puppies Behind
Bars program, which teaches prison inmates to raise puppies and train them to work as
service dogs for people living with disabilities.
Lexile: 1000, IG 
____#0228CK2  2011  IL:3-6  RL:6  $19.00

Annie Sullivan and the trials of Helen Keller
By Lambert, Joseph, 1984-  Dewey: 362.4
A graphic novel that explores the role of Annie Sullivan as teacher and companion to
Helen Keller and discusses the bond that formed between the two women as Helen
went on to accomplish many feats.
Lexile: 630, GN 
____#0409UX4  2012  IL:5-8  RL:4.9  $15.34
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Trapped : how the world rescued 33 miners from 2,000 feet below the Chilean
desert
By Aronson, Marc  Dewey: 363.11
Provides a detailed account of rescue efforts to save thirty-three miners, who got
trapped in a copper-gold mine in San Jose, Chile, examining the psychological,
physical, and environmental factors influencing the course of the rescue, and
describing the efforts of experts from around the world--drillers, astronauts, submarine
specialists, and others--came together in response to the crisis.
Lexile: 1070 
____#0203WS0  2011  IL:5-8  RL:7.2  $14.49

Bootleg : murder, moonshine, and the lawless years of prohibition
By Blumenthal, Karen  Dewey: 363.4
Chronicles the history of Prohibition in the United States, a period from 1920 to 1933
during which it was illegal to sell or drink alcohol, discussing how what began as a
movement to heal social ills, became a burden to ordinary citizens and a boon to
criminals.
Lexile: 1250 
____#0447SM9  2011  IL:YA  $16.19

If you lived here : houses of the world
By Laroche, Giles  Dewey: 392.3
Describes unique houses from around the world, including a chalet in the Austrian
Alps, yurts in Mongolia, Greek island village houses on Astypalaia Island, and more.
Lexile: 1170, NC 
____#0468GRX  2011  IL:3-6  RL:6.3  $15.34

Island : a story of the Galapagos
By Chin, Jason, 1978-  Dewey: 508.866
A history of the Galapagos Island, describing how the island formed and animals came
to inhabit it.
Lexile: 900 
____#0142GZ2  2012  IL:K-3  RL:5.8  $14.49

G is for googol : a math alphabet book
By Schwartz, David M  Dewey: 510
Explains the meaning of mathematical terms which begin with the different letters of
the alphabet from abacus, binary, and cubit to zillion.
Lexile: 760, IG 
____#23558GX  1998  IL:5-8  RL:7.6  $13.64

Math-terpieces : the art of problem-solving
By Tang, Greg  Dewey: 510
A series of rhymes about artists and their works introduces counting and grouping
numbers, as well as such artistic styles as cubism, pointillism, and surrealism.
Lexile: NP 
____#11583N7  2003  IL:3-6  RL:3.5  $14.46

The mighty Mars rovers : the incredible adventures of Spirit and Opportunity
By Rusch, Elizabeth  Dewey: 523.43
The story of the two robot vehicles, Spirit and Opportunity, that were sent to explore
Mars, lasting far past their projected lives of three months and sending back invaluable
images of the environmentally hostile planet.
Lexile: 950 
____#0172NX3  2012  IL:3-6  RL:6.4  $16.19

A black hole is not a hole
By DeCristofano, Carolyn Cinami  Dewey: 523.8
An examination of black holes that discusses what they are, what causes them, how
they are discovered, and more.
Lexile: 900 
____#0454EV7  2012  IL:3-6  RL:5.7  $16.16

Darwin : a graphic biography : the really exciting and dramatic story of a man
who mostly stayed at home and wrote some books
By Byrne, Eugene  Dewey: 576.8
Written in graphic novel format, tells the life of Charles Darwin and how he developed
his theory of evolution based upon his research on the Galapagos Islands.
____#0512KFX  2013  IL:5-8  RL:6.3  $6.46

Unusual creatures : a mostly accurate account of some of the Earth's strangest
animals
By Hearst, Michael, 1972-  Dewey: 590
Text and illustrations introduce children to extraordinary life forms.
Lexile: 1130, IG 
____#0572TC3  2012  IL:5-8  RL:7  $14.49

Stronger than steel : spider silk DNA and the quest for better bulletproof vests,
sutures, and parachute rope
By Heos, Bridget  Dewey: 595.4
Discusses the work scientists are doing with the golden orb weaver spider, whose web
silk is nearly indestructible, and genetically engineered goats, whose milk contains the
proteins needed to artificially spin the spider silk and produce it in a quantity that will
make it realistic to use in health care, in body armor, in parachutes, and much more.
Lexile: 860 
____#0804GB9  2013  IL:5-8  RL:5.3  $16.19

The reptile class
By Zabludoff, Marc  Dewey: 597.9
Describes the scientific classification, origins, physical characteristics, habitats, life
cycles, and conservation statuses of different kinds of reptiles.
____#27209R7  2006  IL:5-8  RL:7.6  $24.00

The elephant scientist
By O'Connell, Caitlin, 1965-  Dewey: 599.67
Photographs and text recount Caitlin O'Connell's experiences observing African
elephants in their natural habitat, describing the discoveries she made about elephant
communication.
Lexile: 1260, NC 
____#0325YL6  2011  IL:5-8  RL:8.4  $15.34

Pox, pus + plague : a history of disease and infection
By Townsend, John, 1955-  Dewey: 616
Takes a look at the sometimes frightening history of diseases and their treatments,
chronicling advances from ancient to modern times.
Lexile: 480 
____#23495S6  2006  IL:5-8  RL:4.1  $25.54

Invincible microbe : tuberculosis and the never-ending search for a cure
By Murphy, Jim, 1947-  Dewey: 616.9
Discusses the history of tuberculosis and the attempts to find a cure.
Lexile: 1200 
____#0172TX7  2012  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $16.19

Sports therapist
By Horn, Geoffrey M  Dewey: 617.1
Describes what it is like to be a sports therapist, discussing the skills and requirements
of therapy careers, with on-the-job profiles, sidebars, a fact file, photographs, and
sources of additional information.
Lexile: 820 
____#22945WX  2009  IL:5-8  RL:5.4  $19.55

Engineering a totally rad skateboard with Max Axiom, super scientist
By Enz, Tammy  Dewey: 620
"In graphic novel format, follows Max Axiom as he uses the engineering process to
design and build a skateboard"--Provided by publisher.
____#0879BF5  2013  IL:5-8  RL:4  $22.54

Steve Jobs : the man who thought different : a biography
By Blumenthal, Karen  Dewey: 621.39
Chronicles the life and accomplishments of Apple mogul Steve Jobs, discussing his
ideas, and describing how he has influenced life in the twenty-first century.
Lexile: 1110 
____#0961HA6  2012  IL:YA  $14.41
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Bomb : the race to build and steal the world's most dangerous weapon
By Sheinkin, Steve  Dewey: 623.4
Examines the history of the atomic bomb, discussing the discovery of the behavior of
uranium when placed next to radioactive material, the race to build a bomb, and the
impact of the weapon on societies around the world.
Lexile: 920 
____#0609FB4  2012  IL:YA  $17.04

U.S. Marine Corps assault vehicles
By Kaelberer, Angie Peterson  Dewey: 623.7
Describes amphibious assault vehicles, or AAVs, their design, equipment, weapons,
crew, missions, and role in the U.S. Marine Corps.
Lexile: 680 
____#18356S1  2007  IL:5-8  RL:3  $19.54

U.S. Marine Corps combat jets
By Rustad, Martha E. H. (Martha Elizabeth Hillman), 1975-  Dewey: 623.74
Describes U.S. Marine Corps combat jets such as the AV-8B Harrier and the FA-18
Hornet; and provides information on their design, weapons, equipment, and uses.
Lexile: 760 
____#20425S8  2007  IL:5-8  RL:3  $19.54

Jets
By Braulick, Carrie A., 1975-  Dewey: 629.133
Simple text and photographs descibe jets, their design and uses.
Lexile: 730 
____#27863S2  2007  IL:5-8  RL:3.1  $19.54

Harley-Davidson motorcycles
By Schuette, Sarah L., 1976-  Dewey: 629.227
Brief text describes Harley-Davidson motorcycles, including their main features, how
people customize them, and why they are popular.
Lexile: 740 
____#18231S7  2007  IL:5-8  RL:3  $19.54

Indy cars
By Braulick, Carrie A., 1975-  Dewey: 629.228
Describes Indy race cars, including their design, engines, tires, and safety features.
Lexile: 660 
____#05792R4  2006  IL:5-8  RL:2.5  $19.54

Funny cars
By Kaelberer, Angie Peterson  Dewey: 629.228
Discusses funny cars, including their main features and how they are raced.
Lexile: 580 
____#15575R6  2006  IL:5-8  RL:2.5  $19.54

Hot rods
By Schuette, Sarah L., 1976-  Dewey: 629.228
Photographs and simple text describe hot rods and custom cars, their main features,
and how they are built.
Lexile: 730 
____#26736T3  2007  IL:5-8  RL:2.2  $19.54

Temple Grandin : how the girl who loved cows embraced autism and changed the
world
By Montgomery, Sy  Dewey: 636.0092
Examines the life and accomplishments of Temple Grandin, whose childhood
diagnosis of autism and love of cows led her to revolutionize the livestock industry.
Lexile: 960 
____#0172PX8  2012  IL:5-8  RL:7.2  $15.34

The complete manual of woodworking
By Jackson, Albert, 1943-  Dewey: 684
A detailed guide to the art of woodworking, including designs, techniques, and tools
for beginner and expert.
____#0021VM3  1989  IL:YA  $31.71

Pottery
By Emert, Phyllis Raybin  Dewey: 738
Examines the history of pottery, the artists who created major works of art, and their
various styles and techniques through a collection of photographs and diagrams.
____#12049W6  2009  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $28.93

The Earl & the fairy. 2
By Ayuko (Comic book artist)  Dewey: 741.5
Lydia travels with Edgar and his companions to the Isle of Manan, formerly the home
of the Blue Knight Earl, but even if they can make it past the merfolk who surround
the island, Edgar could face death if it turns out he is not the true heir to the Earldom.
____#0095EZX  2012  IL:AD  $8.54

The Earl & the fairy. 3
By Ayuko (Comic book artist)  Dewey: 741.5
Following their adventure on the Isle of Manan, Lydia and Edgar return to London
only to find the city in terror of the Fogman, who is snatching children from all over
the city at night and may have a connection to Edgar's dark past.
____#0095FZ7  2012  IL:AD  $8.54

The Earl & the fairy. 4
By Ayuko (Comic book artist)  Dewey: 741.5
Having been entrapped by Rosalie, a dangrous young woman who wants Edgar to
herself, Lydia realizes that she is in the warehouse where Edgar was first enslaved as a
child and she must discover the secrets of Edgar's past before she falls victim to the
warehouse's owner.
____#0095GZ4  2012  IL:AD  $8.54

Three thieves. Book two,The sign of the Black Rock
By Chantler, Scott  Dewey: 741.5
Seeking shelter from a storm, the three fugitives stop at a roadside inn where a greedy
innkeeper plots to turn them in to the queen for a reward, and things get worse when
the queen's Dragons arrive.
Lexile: 510, GN 
____#0035JP1  2011  IL:5-8  RL:2.7  $13.51

Three thieves. Book three,The captive prince
By Chantler, Scott  Dewey: 741.5
Dessa, Topper and Fisk, still searching for Dessa's missing twin brother, find
themselves in a mess after Dessa accidently rescues a prince.
Lexile: 450, GN 
____#0959AD5  2012  IL:5-8  RL:3  $13.51

Peanut
By Halliday, Ayun  Dewey: 741.5
Nervous about starting her sophomore year at a new high school, Sadie decides to
make herself more interesting by claiming to be allergic to peanuts, but her lie quickly
spirals out of control.
Lexile: 470, HL 
____#0864RE6  2013  IL:5-8  RL:3.8  $19.31

Legends of Zita the spacegirl
By Hatke, Ben  Dewey: 741.5
Zita is determined to find her way home to Earth, but her exploits have made her an
intergallactic megastar, and as her true self is eclipsed by her public persona, she faces
a robot doppelganger, unsure of who she can trust.
Lexile: 250, GN 
____#0510VA6  2012  IL:3-6  RL:2.6  $16.19

Friends with boys
By Hicks, Faith Erin  Dewey: 741.5
After an idyllic childhood of homeschooling with her mother and three older brothers,
Maggie enrolls in public high school, where interacting with her peers is complicated
by the melancholy ghost that has followed her throughout her entire life.
Lexile: 390, GN 
____#0153TV6  2012  IL:YA  $13.64

Ender in exile
By Johnston, Aaron  Dewey: 741.5
Twelve-year-old Ender Wiggins, having been exiled to space after killing an entire
alien race and being recruited by every army on Earth, finds his life in danger while on
board the colony transport vessel "Shakespeare" and in the company of the jealous
Admiral Morgan, the gold digger Dorabella Toscano, and Dorabella's beautiful
daughter, Alessandra.
____#0295EK6  2011  IL:AD  $21.29
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A wrinkle in time : the graphic novel
By Larson, Hope  Dewey: 741.5
A graphic novel adaptation of "A Wrinkle in Time" in which Meg Murry, her brother
Charles, and their friend Calvin, embark on a journey through space and time, assisted
by three otherworldly women, when they set out to find Meg's father, a physicist who
disappeared while experimenting with time travel.
Lexile: 740 
____#0609EB7  2012  IL:5-8  RL:4.4  $17.04

Adventure time. Volume 2
By North, Ryan, 1980- author  Dewey: 741.5
Finn and Jake get their hands on Princess Bubblegum's new invention, a time machine,
and wreak havoc with Ooo's timeline.
____#0664RG3  2013  IL:3-6  RL:3.6  $12.79

Adventure time. Volume 3
By North, Ryan, 1980- author  Dewey: 741.5
Finn, Jake, and Marceline's virtual reality game playing is interrupted when BMOis
infected by an evil wizard's computer virus.
____#0674AJX  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4  $12.79

Adventure time. Volume one
By North, Ryan, 1980- author  Dewey: 741.5
Finn and Jake try to stop a skeleton named Lich from destroying the Land of Ooo.
____#0664TG8  2013  IL:3-6  RL:3.4  $29.79

Big Nate : all work and no play : a collection of Sundays
By Peirce, Lincoln  Dewey: 741.5
A Sundays-only, full-color collection of "Big Nate" comics.
____#0923TD9  2012  IL:3-6  RL:4.7  $12.79

Big Nate : genius mode
By Peirce, Lincoln, author, illustrator  Dewey: 741.5
Reprints "Big Nate" comic strips that follow the adventures of sixth-grader Nate
Wright and his middle school friends.
____#0674GG9  2013  IL:3-6  RL:2.9  $6.49

Harry Potty and the deathly boring
By Petrucha, Stefan  Dewey: 741.5
A graphic novel that parodies the Harry Potter story in which Harry Potty, Don
Measley, and Whiny Stranger work together to defeat Lord Value-Mart and his
followers, the Odor Eaters, in order to restore balance in the world of magic.
____#0244ED5  2010  IL:YA  $10.99

Astronaut Academy : re-entry
By Roman, Dave, author, illustrator  Dewey: 741.5
Hakata Soy, having recently fallen in love, discovers that a sinister culprit is stalking
the halls of Astronaut Academy, impersonating the crush-objects of students and
making off with their extra hearts.
____#0669HH0  2013  IL:5-8  RL:3.9  $15.31

Persepolis
By Satrapi, Marjane, 1969-  Dewey: 741.5
Contains black-and-white comic strip images in which the author shares the story of
her life in Tehran, Iran, where she lived from ages six to fourteen while the country
came under control of the Islamic regime.
Lexile: 380, NC 
____#09355N4  2003  IL:YA  $18.71

Persepolis 2
By Satrapi, Marjane, 1969-  Dewey: 741.5
Contains black-and-white comic strip images in which the author continues the story
of her life, discussing her move from Iran to Vienna in 1984, her feelings of alienation
in the foreign country, and her return home where she starts college, falls in love, and
questions whether she can continue to live in the repressive society.
Lexile: 500, NC 
____#22025P0  2004  IL:YA  $15.31

Road to Oz
By Shanower, Eric, author  Dewey: 741.5
A graphic novel adaptation of L. Frank Baum's novel Road to Oz, in which Dorothy
Gale, while helping a passerby, stumbles upon a road which she and Toto, and other
friends they meet along the way, follow to Oz, arriving just in time for a grand party in
honor of Ozma's birthday.
____#0780MF9  2013  IL:3-6  RL:3.9  $21.29

Nothing can possibly go wrong
By Shen, Prudence, author  Dewey: 741.5
Captain of the basketball team Charlie and president of the robotics club Nate battle it
out in a school class election campaign for funding to cover a robotics competition or
new cheerleading uniforms.
____#0669GH3  2013  IL:YA  $21.71

Drama
By Telgemeier, Raina  Dewey: 741.5
Callie rides an emotional roller coaster while serving on the stage crew for a middle
school production of Moon over Mississippi as various relationships start and end, and
others never quite get going.
Lexile: 400, GN 
____#0739VB1  2012  IL:5-8  RL:2.3  $15.81

It's a magical world : a Calvin and Hobbes collection
By Watterson, Bill  Dewey: 741.5
Collects approximately 280 "Calvin and Hobbes" comic strips, which chronicle the
adventures of a rambunctious little boy and his tiger companion.
____#33913X2  1996  IL:5-8  RL:5.5  $21.71

The Calvin and Hobbes tenth anniversary book
By Watterson, Bill  Dewey: 741.5
A collection of cartoons from the comic strip "Calvin and Hobbes," celebrating the
tenth anniversary of the strip's publication.
____#34442X1  1995  IL:YA  $21.71

Scientific progress goes "boink" : a Calvin and Hobbes collection
By Watterson, Bill  Dewey: 741.5
A collection of comic strips from "Calvin and Hobbes" poking fun at science.
____#38507W8  1991  IL:5-8  RL:5.8  $18.01

The days are just packed : a Calvin and Hobbes collection
By Watterson, Bill  Dewey: 741.5
A collection of cartoons from the comic strip "Calvin and Hobbes."
____#38560V7  1993  IL:5-8  RL:6.8  $21.71

Tales from the crypt. No. 9,Wickeder
Dewey: 741.5
A collection of scary, ghoulish stories, featuring a parody of the "Wicked" musical, the
star character from "Diary of a Stinky Dead Kid," and more.
____#0244DD8  2010  IL:YA  $10.99

How to draw crazy fighter planes
By Sautter, Aaron  Dewey: 743
Provides step-by-step, illustrated instructions for drawing different fighter planes,
including a P-51 Mustang, a B-2 Spirit, and a F-4 Phantom II.
Lexile: 850, IG 
____#19615V4  2008  IL:5-8  RL:4.8  $20.54

You've got spirit! : cheers, chants, tips, and tricks every cheerleader needs to
know
By Hunt, Sara R  Dewey: 791.6
Provides information on cheerleading, including hints for trying out, conditioning and
exercising, and cheers and chants.
Lexile: 960 
____#0633GF2  2013  IL:3-6  RL:6.2  $23.00

Cheerleading stunts and tumbling
By Mullarkey, Lisa  Dewey: 791.6

Cheerleading basics
By Mullarkey, Lisa  Dewey: 791.6
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Discusses the difference between cheer tumbling and stunting and describes basic
moves in both.
____#0030WBX  2011  IL:5-8  RL:4.8  $18.00

An introduction to cheerleading that discusses its history, spirit, stretching, gear,
motions, jumps, chants, and more.
Lexile: 610 
____#0295JD5  2011  IL:5-8  RL:4.3  $14.01

Cheerleading spirit
By Mullarkey, Lisa  Dewey: 791.6
Discusses the power of positive attitudes, pep rallies, and spirit.
____#0295ND4  2011  IL:5-8  RL:4.4  $14.01

Cheerleading
By Wells, Donald  Dewey: 791.6
An exploration of cheerleading that discusses moves, stunts, performance, and more.
____#0422RB9  2011  IL:3-6  RL:5.3  $19.10

Mathemagic! : number tricks
By Colgan, Lynda, 1953-  Dewey: 793.74
Provides illustrated, step-by-step instructions to perform mathematics-themed magic
tricks, including mind games, card tricks, magic words, and more.
Lexile: 950, IG 
____#0469VJX  2011  IL:5-8  RL:7.9  $14.46

Skateboarding
By Doeden, Matt  Dewey: 796.22
Describes some of the tricks that can be done with the skateboard including grabbing
and grinding, and kickflips and slides.
Lexile: 610 
____#26557Q8  2005  IL:5-8  RL:2.8  $19.54

Big book of who. Football :the 101 stars every fan needs to know.
Dewey: 796.33
Presents 101 football stars from all 32 NFL teams.
____#0771KG3  2013  IL:3-6  RL:6.3  $15.31

Football : the math of the game
By Frederick, Shane  Dewey: 796.332
Photographs and text look at how various mathematical concepts apply to the game of
football.
Lexile: 960, IG 
____#0116YR7  2012  IL:5-8  RL:3.6  $23.54

The ultimate collection of pro football records
By Frederick, Shane  Dewey: 796.332
Presents professional football records, and includes which player has thrown the most
touchdowns in a single season, which wide receiver has the most career catches, and
which two teams combined for the most points ever in a Super Bowl.
Lexile: 970 
____#0579GB5  2013  IL:3-6  RL:5.5  $25.54

AFC North
By Gigliotti, Jim  Dewey: 796.332
Provides statistics and historical information about the teams and players in the AFC
North division of the NFL, including the Baltimore Ravens, the Cincinnati Bengals,
the Cleveland Browns, and the Pittsburgh Steelers.
____#0280SR8  2012  IL:3-6  RL:5.4  $20.00

AFC South
By Gigliotti, Jim  Dewey: 796.332
Provides statistics and historical information about the teams and players in the AFC
South division of the NFL, including the Houston Texans, the Indianapolis Colts, the
Jacksonville Jaguars, and the Tennessee Titans.
____#0280TR5  2012  IL:3-6  RL:4.8  $20.00

Linebackers
By Greve, Tom  Dewey: 796.332
Provides information about the role of linebackers on a football team, discusses the
special skills of a linebacker on the inside and on the outside, and includes
photographs and brief profiles of star players in the position.
____#00582N1  2010  IL:3-6  RL:5.4  $18.95

The Super Bowl : all about pro football's biggest event
By Hetrick, Hans, 1973-  Dewey: 796.332
"Describes the NFL's Super Bowl championship, including some of the greatest teams,
players, and moments from Super Bowl history"--Provided by publisher.
Lexile: 940 
____#0562YB6  2013  IL:3-6  RL:5.4  $20.54

Champions of college football
By Holmes, Parker  Dewey: 796.332
Explores the history and accomplishments of the Auburn Tigers football team and the
Alabama Crimson Tide, highlighting mascots, rivals, championships and awards, and
more.
____#0611FA0  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4.3  $35.90

Football
By Hurley, Michael, 1979-  Dewey: 796.332
Presents different facts about the sport of football and its players, including which
game was known as the "Ice Bowl", who are the Cheeseheads, and which team holds
the record for the longest winning streak.
____#0915SF5  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4.4  $22.04

AFC East
By Kelley, K. C  Dewey: 796.332
Traces the histories of the four teams in the East division of the American Football
Conference, including the Miami Dolphins, New York Jets, New England Patriots, and
Buffalo Bills, and includes statistics for each.
____#0280RR0  2012  IL:3-6  RL:5  $20.00

AFC West
By Kelley, K. C  Dewey: 796.332
Photographs and text introduce children to the history of the AFC West division of the
NFL, highlighting the teams in the league and key players, games, and coaches.
____#0280UR2  2012  IL:3-6  RL:5.5  $20.00

NFC West
By Labrecque, Ellen  Dewey: 796.332
Provides an overview of the teams in the National Football League West, with
statistics and history for each team, player profiles, and information on rivalries.
____#0280ZR9  2012  IL:3-6  RL:5.1  $20.00

NFC East
By Labrecque, Ellen  Dewey: 796.332
Offers an introduction to the National Football Conference East, covering the
division's history, key teams, players, and coaches, and rivalries, as well as providing
statistics for each team.
____#0280VRX  2012  IL:3-6  RL:4.9  $20.00

The New England Patriots
By MacRae, Sloan  Dewey: 796.332
Offers a brief overview of the history of the New England Patriots football team,
discussing their origins, players, memorable games, and accomplishments.
____#0141YJ6  2011  IL:3-6  RL:4.6  $16.95

NFC North
By Teitelbaum, Michael  Dewey: 796.332
Provides an overview of the history of the NFC North, contains team statistics,
discusses rivalries, and includes photographs of star players.
____#0280WR7  2012  IL:3-6  RL:5  $20.00

NFC South
By Teitelbaum, Michael  Dewey: 796.332
Provides an overview of the history of the NFC South, contains team statistics,
discusses rivalries, and includes photographs of star players.
____#0280YR1  2012  IL:3-6  RL:5.1  $20.00

Football's top 10 quarterbacks
By Wilner, Barry  Dewey: 796.332
A collective biography of ten quarterbacks from throughout the history of the NFL
which includes accounts of game action, career statistics, and more.

Football's top 10 running backs
By Wilner, Barry  Dewey: 796.332
A collective biography of ten running backs from throughout the history of
professional football which includes accounts of game action, career statistics, and
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____#08291X2  2011  IL:5-8  RL:6.5  $18.00 more.
____#08292XX  2011  IL:5-8  RL:6.1  $18.00

Tom Brady : a football star who cares
By Wilner, Barry  Dewey: 796.332
A biography of football player Tom Brady, highlighting his charitable work.
____#0485EJ1  2011  IL:3-6  RL:5.6  $18.00

Ultimate guide to baseball
By Buckley, James, 1963-  Dewey: 796.357
A comprehensive guide to baseball that provides information on the game's rules,
history, teams, plays, greatest and worst moments, records, favorite players, and other
topics.
Lexile: 970 
____#29555C2  2010  IL:5-8  RL:6.9  $21.05

The everything kids' baseball book : from baseball's history to today's favorite
players--with lots of home run fun in between
By Jacobs, Greg  Dewey: 796.357
Contains statistics, history, and facts about baseball in America, covering players,
teams, and managers from the late nineteenth through the early twenieth-first century,
and includes over thirty puzzles and activities.
____#0230FZ1  2012  IL:3-6  RL:6  $7.66

The ultimate guide to pro baseball teams
By LeBoutillier, Nate  Dewey: 796.357
Describes each of the thirty teams in Major League Baseball, covering players,
coaches, history, and fun facts.
Lexile: 1140, NC 
____#0396RD4  2011  IL:5-8  RL:7.8  $25.54

The Boston Red Sox
By MacRae, Sloan  Dewey: 796.357
Briefly chronicles the history of the Boston Red Sox, and discusses the baseball team's
stadium--Fenway Park--winning the first World Series in 1903, curses and rivalries,
significant players, team victories, and other related topics.
____#02536S9  2010  IL:3-6  RL:4.8  $16.95

Babe Ruth
By Stout, Glenn, 1958-  Dewey: 796.357
Presents a short biography of legendary baseball player, Babe Ruth, and profiles his
life and a career that spanned over twenty years.
Lexile: 990 
____#31751X3  2005  IL:3-6  RL:6.3  $9.81

Baseball and its greatest players
Dewey: 796.357
Traces the history of professional baseball and profiles some of its greatest players,
with information on their career achievements, impact on the game, the teams they
played for, and other related topics.
____#0155TR6  2012  IL:5-8  RL:8.6  $27.00

Top 25 gymnastics skills, tips, and tricks
By Savage, Jeff, 1961-  Dewey: 796.44
Examines gymnastics skills, including techniques for the floor exercise, vault, bars,
rings, balance beam, and pommel horse, and provides tips and tricks for young,
aspiring gymnasts.
____#0110TV5  2012  IL:3-6  RL:4.4  $14.01

The gymnastics book : the young performer's guide to gymnastics
By Schlegel, Elfi  Dewey: 796.44
An illustrated guide to children's gymnastics.
____#0931AA9  2012  IL:3-6  RL:5.4  $25.51

Monster trucks
By Doeden, Matt  Dewey: 796.7
Describes monster trucks, their origin, design, and competitions.
Lexile: 700 
____#05259Q4  2005  IL:5-8  RL:2.5  $19.54

Stock cars
By Doeden, Matt  Dewey: 796.72
Discusses stock cars, their main features, and how they are raced.
Lexile: 700 
____#21315Q4  2005  IL:5-8  RL:2.4  $19.54

Sprint cars
By Schuette, Sarah L., 1976-  Dewey: 796.72
Brief text describes sprint cars, from their design to their action-packed races.
Lexile: 750 
____#04424S1  2007  IL:5-8  RL:3  $19.54

Race car drivers
By West, David, 1956-  Dewey: 796.72
Describes the history of car racing and the different types of auto racing, provides
advice on becoming a race cardriver, and relates, in graphic form, the experiences of
three drivers.
____#09673U6  2008  IL:5-8  RL:5.5  $23.95

Snowmobiles
By Doeden, Matt  Dewey: 796.94
Discusses snowmobiles, their main features, and how they are raced.
Lexile: 650 
____#18456Q0  2005  IL:5-8  RL:2.4  $19.54

Write your own historical fiction story
By Farrell, Tish  Dewey: 808.3
Provides guidance and inspiration for aspiring young historical fiction writers,
covering research and such story aspects as setting, characters, viewpoint, plots,
dialogue, and voice and providing tips and examples from famous writers.
Lexile: 900 
____#12241R8  2006  IL:5-8  RL:6.1  $25.54

National Geographic book of animal poetry : with favorites from Robert Frost,
Jack Prelutsky, Emily Dickinson, and more : 200 poems with photographs that
squeak, soar, and roar!
Dewey: 808.81
Full-color photographs accompany two hundred poems about animals.
____#0621NB2  2012  IL:K-3  RL:3.1  $21.26

I, too, am America
By Hughes, Langston, 1902-1967  Dewey: 811
Presents the poem of Langston Hughes in which highlights the courage and dignity of
the African American Pullman porters in the early twentieth century.
Lexile: 390, AD 
____#0162EZ9  2012  IL:K-3  RL:2.4  $14.49

Lives : poems about famous Americans
Dewey: 811.008
A collection of poetic portraits of sixteen famous Americans from Paul Revere to Neil
Armstrong, by such authors as Jane Yolen, Nikki Grimes, and X. J. Kennedy.
Lexile: NP 
____#32467G2  1999  IL:3-6  RL:4.8  $15.34

Ten-minute plays for middle school performers : plays for a variety of cast sizes
By Young, Rebecca, 1965-  Dewey: 812
Contains eighteen plays for two to five cast members which take no more than ten
minutes to act out and are suitable for middle school students.
____#13650Y0  2008  IL:5-8  RL:4.6  $15.31

Speaker for the dead
By Card, Orson Scott  Dewey: 813
Ender Wiggin has an opportunity to atone for his earlier failures through a second
alien race discovered by Portuguese colonists on the planet Lusitania.
Lexile: 850 
____#0490SB1  1992  IL:AD  $20.71

Xenocide Children of the mind
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By Card, Orson Scott  Dewey: 813
Lusitania seems to be a planet on which three intelligent species--humans, the
pequininos, and the Hive Queen--can finally live together, until a virus dangerous to
humans but vital to the pequininos is found, and the Starways Congress orders
Lusitania and its inhabitants to be destroyed.
Lexile: 890 
____#37308WX  1991  IL:AD  $21.71

By Card, Orson Scott  Dewey: 813
Ender Wiggin's adopted world of Lusitania, with its three sentient species and his
oldest friend Jane, a computer intelligence, are threatened by a fleet of ships sent by
the Starways Congress, but with the help of two new beings created by Ender's mind,
the planet may still be saved.
Lexile: 860 
____#39767V3  1997  IL:AD  $14.41

A war of gifts : an Ender story
By Card, Orson Scott  Dewey: 813
During his first year at the Battle School--where it is against the rules to celebrate
religious holidays--Ender decides to give one of his classmates a holiday gift, and
starts a fight between the students.
Lexile: 730 
____#23929U4  2007  IL:YA  $12.95

The fear : an enemy novel
By Higson, Charles, 1958- author  Dewey: 813
DogNut and the rest of his crew, in search of the friends they lost during the fire, set
off on a deadly mission from the Tower of London to Buckingham Palace and beyond,
while trying to outrun everyone over sixteen who was struck with the sickness and
have turned into zombies.
Lexile: 720 
____#0757RK4  2013  IL:YA  $13.41

Sports jokes to tickle your funny bone
By Thornley, Stew  Dewey: 818
Contains jokes, limericks, tongue twisters, and fun facts about baseball, basketball,
football, boxing, hockey, and other sports, and explains how to write a joke book.
____#0484GJX  2011  IL:3-6  RL:5  $16.00

Case closed? : nine mysteries unlocked by modern science
By Hughes, Susan, 1960-  Dewey: 902
Examines how developments in modern science, such as DNA analysis and
spectroscopy, have helped to reopen archaeological mysteries about ancient cities,
Egypt's first female pharaoh, a missing expedition to find the Northwest Passage, and
more, with illustrations, maps, and photographs.
Lexile: 1000 
____#0280TC2  2010  IL:5-8  RL:7.7  $15.31

Titanic : voices from the disaster
By Hopkinson, Deborah  Dewey: 910.9163
Draws on stories from survivors and archival photographs to describe the history of
the "Titanic" from its launch to its sinking.
Lexile: 1040 
____#0386PU3  2012  IL:3-6  RL:7.6  $15.34

Iceberg, right ahead! : the tragedy of the Titanic
By McPherson, Stephanie Sammartino  Dewey: 910.9163
Explores the lasting legacy of the "Titanic" tragedy, discussing how the sinking of the
ship led to new regulations and the formation of an ice patrol that later became the
U.S. Coast Guard, earned the "New York Times" a lasting reputation for news, caused
a Senate inquiry, destroyed the lives of several survivors, and fascinated people around
the world for a century.
Lexile: 1070 
____#0245BP8  2012  IL:YA  $25.00

Europe
By Flint, David, 1946-  Dewey: 940
A photo-illustrated overview of Europe that describes the continent's history,
environments, people, culture, religions, natural resources, economy, foreign relations
and trade, and wildlife and conservation, and discusses its future.
____#18196R8  2006  IL:5-8  RL:8  $25.55

Beyond courage : the untold story of Jewish resistance during the Holocaust
By Rappaport, Doreen  Dewey: 940.53
Provides detailed accounts of twenty-one acts of defiance committed against Nazis in
Nazi-occupied countries during World War II.
Lexile: 1030 
____#0901NA7  2012  IL:5-8  RL:5.9  $19.59

Maus. I and II :a survivor's tale
By Spiegelman, Art  Dewey: 940.53
Memoir about Vladek Spiegleman, a Jewish survivor of Hitler's Europe, and about his
son, a cartoonist who tries to come to terms with his father, his story, and with history
itself. Cartoon format portrays Jews as mice and Nazis as cats.
____#29092B0  2011  IL:AD  $29.80

Terezin : voices from the Holocaust
By Thomson, Ruth  Dewey: 940.53
Provides firsthand accounts and artwork from the Jewish people who were forced to
live in Terezin, the Czechoslovakian town that was turned into a ghetto and later a
transit camp by the Nazis during World War II.
Lexile: 980 
____#0457FK3  2011  IL:5-8  RL:7  $16.19

The battle of Guadalcanal : land and sea warfare in the South Pacific
By Hama, Larry  Dewey: 940.54
A graphic account of the six-month-long Battle of Guadalcanal, a sea and land battle
that many consider the turning point of World War II.
____#19371T0  2007  IL:5-8  RL:6.7  $23.95

The battle of Iwo Jima : guerilla warfare in the Pacific
By Hama, Larry  Dewey: 940.54
Tells the story of the Battle of Iwo Jima in graphic novel format, also providing
introductory information on important commanders, the island, and the war with Japan
up to that point.
____#07097T8  2007  IL:5-8  RL:6.5  $23.95

The Battle of Midway : the destruction of the Japanese fleet
By White, Steve, 1964-  Dewey: 940.54
Tells the story of the Battle of Midway in graphic novel format, also providing
introductory information on the important commanders, Japan's plan of attack, and the
U.S.'s aircraft carriers.
____#01535T5  2007  IL:5-8  RL:6.5  $23.95

Electric Ben : the amazing life and times of Benjamin Franklin
By Byrd, Robert  Dewey: 973.3
An illustrated biography of Founding Father and inventor Benjamin Franklin.
____#0983GB0  2012  IL:5-8  RL:7.7  $15.34

Colonial voices : hear them speak
By Winters, Kay  Dewey: 973.3
Ethan, a printer's errand boy, must deliver an important message to the Patriots, and as
he makes his way through the streets of his city, he witnesses the daily events and
practices of diverse groups of people.
Lexile: 640 
____#13895V9  2008  IL:3-6  RL:4.4  $15.34

Nurse, soldier, spy : the story of Sarah Edmonds, a Civil War hero
By Moss, Marissa  Dewey: 973.7
Describes the life of Sarah Emma Edmonds, who disguised herself as a man, took the
name Frank Thompson, joined a Michigan army regiment to fight in the Civil War,
served as a nurse on the battlefield, and became a spy.
Lexile: 820, AD 
____#0498YJ1  2011  IL:K-3  RL:4.9  $16.16

Flesh & blood so cheap : the Triangle Fire and its legacy
By Marrin, Albert  Dewey: 974.7
Provides a detailed account of the disastrous Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire in New

South America
By Banting, Erinn  Dewey: 980
Examines the history, people, and culture of South America including plants and
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York City, which claimed the lives of 146 garment workers in 1911, and examines the
impact of this event on the nation's working conditions and labor laws.
Lexile: 1000 
____#0301LJ9  2011  IL:5-8  RL:7.1  $17.04

wildlife, natural resources, tourism and industry, exploration and early settlers, politics
and government, and arts and entertainment.
____#20003R0  2006  IL:5-8  RL:6.8  $18.25

Timmy Failure [Set/Series] (1 titles)
____#LP51XX4  IL:3-6   Set Total:   $12.79

Mistakes were made
By Pastis, Stephan  Dewey: -Fic-
Meet Timmy Failure, the founder, president, and CEO of the best detective agency in
town, probably the nation. And his lazy sidekick, Total, a 1,500-pound polar bear.
Lexile: 520 
____#0578UF3  2013  IL:3-6  RL:4.9  $12.79

The town that fooled the British a War of 1812 story
By Papp, Lisa  Dewey: -E-
On August 10, 1813, with the British navy advancing up the Chesapeake Bay to
destroy the shipyards in St. Michaels, Maryland, young Henry Middle thinks of a way
to save his home town from British cannons.
____#5086DH4  2011  IL:3-6  $22.04

Okay for now
By Schmidt, Gary D  Dewey: -Fic-
Fourteen-year-old Doug Swieteck faces many challenges, including an abusive father,
a brother traumatized by Vietnam, suspicious teachers and police officers, and
isolation, but when he meets a girl known as Lil Spicer, he develops a close
relationship with her and finds a safe place at the local library.
Lexile: 850 
____#54126W0  2011  IL:5-8  RL:4.9  $6.99

One million things a visual encyclopedia
Dewey: 031
A visual encyclopedia that provides information on thousands of topics related to art,
history, culture, science, space, people, places, the human body, technology, and
nature.
____#52153A9  2008  IL:5-8  RL:8.9  $24.99

Mesoamerican myths
By West, David, 1956-  Dewey: 299.7
Provides brief background information on Mesoamerican religion and
featuresretellings, in graphic novel format, of three of the region's myths: the Mayan
tale of the hero twins and two Aztec stories about the creation of the world, sun, moon,
and human beings.
____#5113BJ3  2006  IL:5-8  RL:4  $47.93

Zombie makers true stories of nature's undead
By Johnson, Rebecca L  Dewey: 578.6
Examines real-life accounts of zombies in nature, including a fly-enslaving fungus, a
suicide worm, and a cockroach-taming wasp, and related topics.
Lexile: 800 
____#5097LN3  2013  IL:5-8  $46.60

Six million paper clips the making of a children's Holocaust memorial
By Schroeder, Peter W., 1942-  Dewey: 940.53
Presents the story of a group of middle school students from Whitwell, Tennessee who
began a project of collecting six million paper clips and building a memorial to the
Jews who were victims of the Nazi Holocaust of World War Two.
Lexile: 870 
____#5036RL1  2004  IL:3-6  $20.85

Zebra Forest
By Gewirtz, Adina, author.  Dewey: -Fic-
Eleven-year-old Annie and her younger brother are being raised by their Gran and are
surrounded by family secrets, but everything changes when an escaped criminal shows
up at their house and takes them all hostage.
____#45622M8  2013  IL:3-6  $19.99

The silence of murder
By Mackall, Dandi Daley.  Dewey: -Fic-
Sixteen-year-old Hope must defend her developmentally disabled brother, who has not
spoken a word since he was seven years old, when he is accused of murdering a
beloved high school baseball coach.
____#5099ER8  2012  IL:5-8  $51.00

Words in the dust
By Reedy, Trent.  Dewey: -Fic-
Zulaikha, a thirteen-year-old girl in Afghanistan, faces a series of frightening but
exhilarating changes in her life as she defies her father and secretly meets with an old
woman who teaches her to read, her older sister gets married, and American troops
offer her surgery to fix her disfiguring cleft lip.
____#5068WZ1  2012  IL:5-8  $37.49
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